
VISITS AND EXCURSIONS 
SIGHTSEEING OF NOVARA 
A walk around Novara, along which one can admire San Gaudenzio Basilica, 
the town’s landmark, with its Antonellian Dome, a “casket” that holds 
important jewels, such as the 16th century polyptych attributed to Gaudenzio 
Ferrari or the numerous masterpieces created by Tanzio da Varallo and 
Morazzone, all artists who best represent the 17th century Lombard style; the 
Duomo, also reconstructed by Alessandto Antonelli in the 19th century or the 
Canonica complex; the early-Christian Baptistery, Novara’s most ancient 
monument, decorated with a series of 15th century frescoes; Coccia Theatre, 
included in the traditional theatre network, is the town’s musical soul, with a 
rich calendar of concerts and theatrical plays; San Pietro al Rosario Church, a 
Baroque-style jewel. Brief stop at Biscottificio Camporelli, where one can taste 
the traditional Biscottini di Novara (biscuits) and visit their production 
procedure. 
SAN NAZZARO SESIA  
In San Nazaro Sesia one can admire one of the most important abbeys in 
Piedmont; it dates back to the 11th century and consists of surrounding walls, 
a Romanesque bell tower, a 15th century Gothic-Lombard style Church, a 
Romanesque narthex and a cloister decorated with 15th century frescoes, 
depicting the scenes of St. Benedict’s life.  
GHEMME 
It is worth visiting the 15th century castle-fort and stroll along its alleys, faced 
by ancient wine cellars where the famous Ghemme DOCG wine rests 

DISTILLERY IN GHEMME 
In an ancient distillery in Ghemme it is possible to taste vegetables seasoned 
with grape seed oil and different spirits, served with local cheese. Lately a 
new treatment has been introduced: creams prepared with grappa and 
possible to try on request. The distillery also houses a unique International 
Liquor and Spirits Library, equipped with more than 400 volumes in 12 
languages, which collect an important testimony of what alcohol represents. 



VISITS AND EXCURSIONS 
CASCINA SAN MAIOLO 
Situated south of Novara on the banks of the stream Agogna, San Maiolo is 
seen as a historical farmhouse. In the Cascina (farmhouse) San Maiolo today 
the centuries-old rice cultivation is interpreted following modern agricultural 
techniques for low environmental impact. The history of the "Cascina San 
Maiolo" has been partially revealed by the few written documents that have 
been found but, for the most part, by a careful examination of the 
architectural structures. Four different historical periods have been identified: 
chapel, grange, fortified villa, farm  

PARCO DEL TICINO – a Biosphere reserve 
At the same time it is a trip through unique views and panoramas, 
characterised by an unexpected variety of enviroments and landscapes. The 
territory offers a lot of outdoor activities: cycling routes, horse riding 
excursions, nordic walking and much more 

VICOLUNGO OUTLETS 
The place where quality, style and value for money meet, with 150 prestige 
brand stores: men’s, women’s and children’s clothing, sportswear, accessories 
and cosmetics with 30% to 70% discounts all year round. Moreover, to make 
your shopping day even more of a pleasure, Vicolungo The Style Outlets 
houses art exhibitions, events and activities designed to involve the whole 
family. 

Available on request: 
- English/foreign languages speaking guides for Novara sightseeing 
- «Integrated admission ticket» valid for the museum network , purchasable at 

Musei Civici or Museo della Canonica del Duomo ticket counter 
- Transportation (car, minivan) 
- Itineraries extention 

For info and booking: Stopover Viaggi Novara – ph +39 0321 466931 
www.stopoverviaggi.it – gruppi@stopoverviaggi.it 


